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I have had the pleasure of working with many successful
business owners while running their online marketing
campaigns. Over time, I noticed that they all apply the same
simple two step formula for success. Firstly, they all started a
project by writing out a clear plan using a pen and paper.
Secondly, once they have a written plan they thoroughly
follow it. I have observed these successful business people
follow this simple process, time and time again. Most
business people who have failed either lacked a clear plan or
fell short of following through with the execution of that
plan. This is why at my agency, OptFirst, we have a plan and
a strategy to implement for every campaign that we run. I’ll
be sharing that plan with you in this book but first, I would
like to introduce my company and what we do for our
clients. At OptFirst we only do two things:
1. We Run Online Campaigns: Search Engine
Optimization (SEO), Search Engine Marketing (SEM), Paid
Social, Reputation Management and Retargeting Campaigns.
2. We Code: Websites, apps, landing pages and even internal
programs for our clients, in many different programming
languages, in order to increase the performance of their
online marketing campaigns.
Our clients, just like our expertise in online marketing, are
vast and wide. We’ve helped businesses from many different
industries, from locksmiths to universities to national ecommerce operations. We have even run a reputation
management campaign for a client who was the subject of a
Warner Brothers major motion picture. Since we work with
clients across many industries, we utilize a wide range of
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strategies in our digital campaigns. Our expansiveness of
experience gives us an advantage over business owners who
try to run their own campaigns. The diversity of our clients
also gives us an edge over other marketing companies that
specialize in one industry.
Promise to the Reader
After reading this book, business owners and marketing
managers will be equipped with OptFirst’s proven steps to
understand, run and actively manage their own profitable
SEO, SEM, Paid Social, Reputation Management and
Retargeting campaigns.
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Search Term Glossary
A/B Testing – Campaigns that test ad content and graphics
between two variations to maximize conversions.
AMP – Accelerated Mobile Pages developed as a website
publishing technology that make mobile sites faster, cofounded by Google.
Bounce Rate – The percentage of website visitors who
leave after viewing only one page.
Caching Resources – A technique that stores a copy of a
given resource and serves it back when requested. It also
emits a collection of HTTP headers, describing its content–
type, length, caching directives, validation token, and more.
CAN-SPAM – Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited
Marketing. The first law passed by the federal government to
ensure transparency of commercial email practices and
consumer protection.
Citations – For the purpose of search engine marketing a
citation is any off-page mention of your business. This is
most commonly a directory listing or social media profile.
CMS – Content Management System. A software or
program that manages and/or creates digital content.
Conversions – Any user event you are tracking on your site,
app or social platform. Usually a call, webform lead, online
sale or app download.
CRM – Customer Relationship Management. Software used
to manage, analyze and utilize customer data.
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Cross-Device – Effort to track users across their devices in
order to follow which device a search was first created and
to track the lead process to the conversion action.
Demographic Targeting – Demographics are
characteristics and qualities that describe a person or a group
of people (location, age, gender, etc.)
GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation. A regulation
enforced by the European Union to give individuals control
over their personal data and simplify the regulatory
environment for the benefit of businesses and consumers.
GMB – Google My Business, formally known as Google
Places, is where businesses can control their information on
Google Maps.
GTM– Google Tag Manager. A tag management system that
allows you to quickly and easily update tags and code
snippets on your website or mobile app.
Heat Mapping – Uses warm to cool color spectrums to
highlight the areas of a webpage that receive the most
attention/views.
HIPPA – Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act. Protects the privacy of individuals listed in the
electronic databases of healthcare organizations. Influencers
– A person or a group that has the ability to influence the
behavior or opinions of others. Influencers affect the
purchase decision in some significant or authoritative way.
Landing Pages – Standalone web page, created specifically
for the purposes of a marketing campaign.
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Mobile First – Paradigm shift that places the focus of
design, user experience and marketing on mobile before
desktop. It is also the name of Google’s index shift basing
their results on mobile site data.
Negative Keywords: Keywords that are irrelevant to the
intended search query for an advertiser. For example, if the
goal is to advertise “hotels in Orlando” and avoid being
mixed with “hotel jobs in Orlando”, then “jobs” would be a
negative keyword.
Optimization – The action of making the most effective
use of a situation or resource.
Paid Social – Also known as Paid Social Media Marketing.
These are campaigns run on social media platforms to
promote content to a larger audience than available
organically and to advertise content in order to drive a call,
lead or sale.
PPC – Short for Pay-Per-Click advertising.
Quality Score – The 1-10 score in Google Ads that
measures keyword performance, relevancy to ad text and
history.
Reputation Management – Also known as Reputation
Marketing. This includes building positive online reviews,
addressing negative reviews, review monitoring and brand
awareness.
Retargeting – Also known as “Remarketing” when utilized
on the Google network. This campaign targets users that
have visited a page where a tracking pixel is installed. These
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can be placed on a website, landing page and/or social page
in order to target that user with text, images or videos later
for those that are opted–in on that platform. The most
popular network is the Google AdSense network. To give a
common example: have you ever been on Amazon and
added something to your cart and then been on the
NYTimes website and noticed that same item in the righthand column? If you have, then you understand how
Retargeting works and why it is such an effective and high
converting form of advertising.
Rich Cards – Snippets of websites on the Google search
engine with more engaging content than text to create a
better user experience
ROI – Return on investment. The trackable nature of search
allows for true quantifiable profits on campaigns.
SEM – The paid or “Google Ads” listings on search
engines. Also known as Search Engine Marketing, Google
Ads Campaigns, Pay Per Click Marketing, Retargeting &
Google Shopping Listings.
SEO – The organic or “free” listings in search results. Also
known as Search Engine Optimization, Local SEO and
Maps Listings.
SERPs – Acronym for Search Engine Ranking Positions.
These are the pages, URLs, listings and websites displayed by
search engines in response to a query by a searcher.
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Structured Data – Data that has been formatted into a
repository so it is made accessible for analysis and
processing.
Shopify – An ecommerce platform that has everything you
need to sell online, on social media or in person.
TCPA – Telephone Consumer Protection Act. A law that
restricts telemarketing and automatic dialing systems.
Web App – A user application based from a web browser.
WordPress – A platform that is owned and hosted online
by Automattic. Originally popular as a blog platform, it is
now the most popular content management system for
websites in the United States. It has even grown to power
large ecommerce websites.
Profitable Online Marketing
Search marketing is a straightforward, efficient, highreturning and trackable form of advertising. Search features
on phones and computers allow consumers to find the exact
product or service they’re looking for the minute they need
it.
The Google Ads homepage explains this with the following
quote:
“Your business gets found by people on Google precisely when they’re
searching for the things that you offer.”
Great search marketing campaigns deliver a measurable
return on investment, and those returns can be quantified
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down to the last penny. For this reason, search campaigns
can outperform and outlast traditional advertising efforts.
Paid social campaigns are another profitable avenue available
in online marketing. Businesses can target their ideal
consumers without the user ever searching for the product.
In order for paid social campaigns to be effective, they must
have compelling content, images and videos. They also need
to target the right demographic.
Our clients often ask us to run their organic social media
campaigns, posting their latest business news and updates on
their Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn. However,
at OptFirst, we do not run organic social media campaigns
because there is no efficient way to track and measure the
return on investment. This was recently confirmed at an
automatic marketing conference that I attended. The
speaker Bob Lanham of Facebook, said that social platform
only shows 5% to 10% of organic (unpaid) posts. He
recommended that while organic (unpaid) posts were good
for branding purposes, companies looking for conversions
and sales need to pay for ads.
This two-pronged approach, with the branded company
content included in organic social media in tandem with paid
social media is recommended as the optimal social media
strategy.
At OptFirst, our primary purpose is to drive traffic that
turns clicks into conversions. The Online Marketing Manual
breaks out the steps we use at my agency in carrying out this
mission.
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SECTION 1:
Search Engine Optimization
(SEO)

“I’m gonna give all my secrets away.”
OneRepublic
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Search Engine Optimization consists of two parts: on-page
and off-page optimization.
1. On-Page – Optimizing the webpage for performance and
usability and speed. This involves fixing or improving the
code as well as the content. The content of the page consists
of text, images and video.
2. Off-Page – Running the online campaign to build
authority for the website through citations, references,
mentions and links in order to gain credibility with the
search engines. This will ultimately lead to search engines
placing that website in a higher search engine ranking
position (SERP).
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On-Page SEO
Mobile First
The Mobile First search update was first announced to roll
out in the beginning of 2017, but delays from Google
delayed the implementation until March 2018. The official
Google announcement can be read here. Since the update,
Google has been basing their search results on a company’s
mobile website. Mobile indexing ranks sites based primarily
on the characteristics of the site’s mobile version. The
priority of every website owner should now be to evaluate
how their mobile site indexes and performs in order to
display and rank well on search engines. This is a paradigm
shift in focus, as webmasters used to measure their sites
based on how they appeared and performed on desktop.
Ranking in the Mobile First Era
Prior to Mobile First there were many speculations as to
what criteria Google used to rank sites. The most popular
rumor was that there were over 200 ranking factors. The
truth is that there are only 11 confirmed Google ranking
factors. A great article that debunks the rumored 200 criteria
and reviews the confirmed factors is available here.
Google’s 11 Confirmed Ranking Factors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Site Speed
User Intent/Behavior
Title Tags as a
Mobile Friendliness
Page Rank
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6. Links
7. Anchor Text
8. Domain Authority
9. HTTPS (secure web hosting)
10. Geolocation
11. Over-Optimization
The top two factors we see at OptFirst that play the largest
role in mobile rankings are site speed and user satisfaction.
All SEO campaigns must take website performance into
account so that they meet their users’ expectations. Mobile
pages have to be fast and the consumer must be able to find
what they are looking for quickly. A website owner should
be able to measure if the user found what they are looking
for by tracking completed actions on the page such as a
phone call, form fill, sale or app download. The easiest way
to know if the site is fast enough and has met the user’s
expectation is through measuring conversions. To achieve
top SEO rankings, the web page or landing page needs to be
optimized for speed and conversions. In the past, on-page
factors were not as important as they are currently. The best
digital agencies must now have a team of programmers in
addition to their writing and campaign teams, in order to
address the increased importance of on-page SEO factors.
Website Speed
Page loading speed is playing a larger role in SEO than in
past years. This makes speed testing a crucial factor of onpage SEO. It is also important to note that, according to
Google, for every second it takes a webpage to load, there is
a 20% decrease in conversions. Along with more
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conversions, improving website loading speed will also
improve SEO rankings. A recommended site to test web
page speed is Pingdom.com. You can find a link to their
testing tool here.
Three ways to increase a website’s speed are:
1. Optimize the website code.
2. Increase server speed by increasing processing power
and/or bandwidth.
3. Using a content delivery network (CDN) to serve the
webpage from a physical location that is closer to the
user. This upgrade may be added with the website’s
existing hosting company. For example, Amazon
offers this service. You can also use a third–party
company that specializes in CDN. CloudFlare is a
popular and solid provider. Another option, if your
mobile site is created in AMP code, Google will serve
the cached AMP page through their CDN. More
information on how AMP code is cached is available
here.
Ideally, you want to optimize both the website’s code and its
server factors in order to make the page load as fast as
possible for the user.
User Satisfaction
Actions on the website are part of OptFirst’s top criteria for
optimization. A few years ago, a common metric to measure
user satisfaction was bounce rate. Now a more detailed
metric to measure user satisfaction is through tracking
conversions. The Mobile First landscape favors websites that
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drive conversions. A conversion means the user was able to
complete their desired action in an acceptable time frame.
This means that the site was useful, usable and trustworthy
to the converted user.
The importance of speed and satisfaction link back to
Google’s core fundamental mission: to deliver a positive user
experience. Google wants users to find what they are looking
for in the moment they are looking for it. This is verified
with data that analyzes whether the user ends up calling the
business, inquiring about their services via a form filled out,
or purchasing a product online. Meeting this core business
goal has enabled Google to acquire more and more of the
market share from their search engine competitors year after
year. The more times a user finds what they want from a
website that Google recommends, the more confidently
Google can recommend that particular website in its SERPs.
8 Point On-Page SEO Plan
Step 1. Index – Since SEO is all about improving results in
search engines, it’s important to know how search engines
index your site. The best place to check is in the verified
Google Search Console account for the domain. Here you
can see if your core pages are indexable and if they are
properly getting picked up by Google.
How to Set–Up Google Search Console
First verify the site then check that the robots.txt and
sitemaps are properly set and submitted. This shows any
indexing issues with the site’s no follows, no index, canonical
tags, 404 errors and blocked resources. Once the site is
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properly verified and indexed, check the structured data and
rich cards so you can test how the web pages will show in
search results and optimize if needed. An introduction article
on getting started with Google Search Console is available
here.
Note: If your site is built using AJAX, or relies heavily on
JavaScript, you may need to use a pre-rendering software to
generate the correct pages in search engine results.
Step 2. Mobile Musts – Since the mobile website is the
source of Google’s index it is imperative to check the mobile
site’s performance using Google’s testing tool available here.
This displays any coding issues with the site and the
recommended fixes. These can be corrected by your web
team or, if you can code in your website’s language, you can
fix the required changes yourself.
Step 3. Congruent Content – Make sure that your mobile
site’s content matches your desktop site. Google announced
that starting February of 2018 it will be filtering websites that
feature major mismatches between the desktop and mobile
sites. This will result in ranking decreases, and in some cases
de-indexing, of the mismatched pages. Search Console
shows these infractions so this is another reason to have
your site verified and set up.
Step 4. Speed Check – After the site code is optimized the
server has to be checked for bandwidth, resources and
processing power. If the server doesn’t have the horsepower
to serve the optimized site quickly, then the site will still be
slow. This will tell you if you need to upgrade or change
servers so that the optimized site can perform fast for the
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user. A speed testing site that I recommend is Pingdom, link
available here.
Step 5. 24/7 – You must know that your site is always up
and running. Unless you plan on pulling up your own
website every 15 minutes (if you’re OCD like me this might
be an option for you!), I recommend having a system that
checks your site state to make sure that it is online. The
system should alert you whenever the site goes down or has
been hacked. One story we hear a lot at our agency from
clients is that their old website or SEO company failed to
monitor their site and their site was down for days. If they
had a site monitoring system they would have known right
away. To ensure that we are the first to know if a client site
is down, has been hacked, has lost speed on mobile or
desktop and to monitor that the site stays mobile friendly we
created our own monitoring platform called Site Sensei. The
platform emails alerts with any site changes and also
benchmarks daily status activity.
Step 6. On-Page Performance – Google Analytics is a
great way to know what actions are successful on the site.
But what about all the actions that are unsuccessful? Google
Analytics does not display actions that did not lead to clicks
to another page or resource. For example, consumers might
be clicking on a phone number that is not set up on the site
to call through, or on a graphic to find out more
information, but the graphic is not linked to another page.
Heat mapping is a great tool to help identify these types of
mistakes. The heat mapping data then can be used for
website fixes and improvements and also lead to
opportunities to maximize the site for more conversions. A
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reliable and cost-effective heat mapping software we
recommend is Crazy Egg, available here.
Step 7. Tag Check – Make sure that your Analytics, Google
Tag Manager, Facebook Pixel, Pinterest Tag etc. are set up
and firing as desired. A few simple Google Chrome
extensions to check site tagging are the Google Tag Manager
and Facebook Pixel extensions.
Step 8. Max Out Mobile – To circle back to mobile, it is
important to remember that the layout and media placement
on the mobile site will determine how well both the mobile
and desktop site appear in search results. Create mobile
pages that are built for conversions, that match the desktop
version and are built to show well in SERPs. To max out
mobile it is important to test out mobile site changes, this
will involve running A/B tests in an attempt to create the
maximum conversions for the site.
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Off-Page SEO
8 Step SEO Plan
This plan was the basis of my first book, the 8 Step SEO
Plan, released in May of 2014. The steps have not changed
as they still work well to outsmart, outplay and outrank the
competition in search results.
Step 1. Migrate – To find success in online marketing, it is
imperative that you keep all your data in one place,
preferably under one easily accessible account, you and
others can view and manage it. More often than not, our
clients have allowed their webmasters to limit access to their
own accounts. When this happens, it's very easy for the
webmasters to provide clients with doctored and misleading
reports. We have reviewed many of these reports from other
SEO companies and they are filled with inflated traffic
numbers and underreported campaign data.
The first step in attaining true SEO success is to migrate all
your data and website access into one unified account. The
easiest way to do this is to move the data into a single master
Google account that is owned by the business owner and
accessible to the entire marketing team. We often describe
this as migrating to a master account.
Step 2. Validate – Validating a client’s website, phone
number, business name and physical address is the
foundation for any solid SEO effort. Most large search
engines, local directories, and online social networking sites
require some type of verification when validating
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the existence of a company. Most of the time, the
verification comes in the form of a phone call, SMS message
or mailed PIN to the listed business address and phone
number. Commonly, phone verification requires a phone
number that's local to the geographical area of the business,
so companies trying to validate with an 800 number may
have to buy a local number and forward it to the main line.
The reason these platforms require this step is logical: they
want to make sure that they are validating a real-world
business. By either requiring a physical location or valid local
phone number, they are creating a higher probability that
only real businesses show up in their map results. In the
mid-2000s there were more fake map listings than real ones.
At that time, companies and online marketers alike were
frantically creating additional bogus listings to try to achieve
first page map results. The mad rush was encouraged by the
easy, although misleading, process to create additional bogus
listings on Google’s homepage since the new maps injected
seven additional map listings onto the first page of Google.
Up until that point Google only showed three Google Ads
listings at the top, ten organic listings and sponsored links on
the right-hand side of the page. In response to this, search
engines created the now more rigorous process of vetting
new maps listings for businesses. The good news is that
brick and mortar businesses have a huge advantage over
online competitors after they complete the process and have
access to more directories than those businesses without a
storefront. Although the process can be tedious, it is well
worth the effort.
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Step 3. Originate – From the very beginning, OptFirst
had a lot of success bringing clients the results and revenues
they desired. After looking back at the early days, we
attribute this success to using what we now call the First
List. To get started, you want to have verified listings on the
most popular sites online like Facebook, Yelp, and Twitter.
This keeps up with your competition online and gives you a
chance to outrank them in the future. No search engine will
consider a website for top SERPs that is not fully
represented on the most popular and powerful sites. That’s
why the First List includes a catalog of current top social
networks, websites and local directories to list a verified
business on while also including upward-trending sites, new
social networks and apps. When creating the list for your
business or your client we suggest you make your own
intuitive list by researching which sites hold the highest
relevance to your website’s specific industry. All businesses
should be reviewed to see if your version of the First List
makes sense before it is applied. For example, does your law
firm really need a Snapchat account? Maybe not. Does your
real estate firm need a Zillow or a Trulia account? Yes.
Research and refine your own top 1oo list and adjust it as it
makes sense for every unique situation or website.
Step 4. Replicate – If you want to be successful in life, I
was always told that you have to stick with the winners. That
is the foundation of Step 4. In this step you want to analyze
every successful website on the first page that is outranking
your website. Check the site using the tools at the end of this
step to see what sites they are active on and getting credit for
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through links, mentions and citations. This is an effective
way to see what search engines currently prioritize for in that
vertical. There is no better way to catch up and thus
neutralize the competition than to replicate their linkbuilding, social media, and citation efforts. Most of the time,
you can find their links and citations using these tools: for
total link analysis Majestic or LinkResearchTools work well
and for discovering local information use Brightlocal, Moz,
WhiteSpark and Knowem. These advanced tools can find 95
percent of the citations, links, references and images that are
contributing to a website's success in its rankings. One word
of caution: do not replicate a website that appeared
overnight in search results. This usually means that they are
using a high-risk ranking strategy that is almost certain to be
penalized by search engines. In our experience this happens
sooner rather than later. We have seen hundreds of these
websites banned by Google because of questionable ranking
strategies. Some of the most commonly found risky tactics
to avoid are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paid bloggers
Link networks
Paid or “sponsored” links
Free software with embedded links
Domain forwarding manipulation
Site cloaking

All these tactics have and will result in a ranking penalty for
sites that use them. In other words, don’t follow your
competition down a dark alley! You might both get mugged!
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SEO Cheating Infographic Used by SEOs Looking for Quick, Easy
& Fast Rankings
Step 5. Differentiate – Outshine your competition and
focus on making your website stand out from your
competitors. The ability to think outside the box and then
create unique content, links, mentions and shares will
differentiate any website above their competition. The key is
to create great content and news that is worth publishing
based on your business’ industry. This is done by creating
legitimate, unique, and newsworthy content and making sure
that it is indexable, submitted to the proper outlets and
thoroughly followed up on. Sometimes it takes personal calls
and emails to real people to get your content publicized.
Make the differentiated site content irresistible to your target
audience and more often than not this strategy will work.
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Step 6. Calculate – Every successful campaign needs to
have all data in one place. Create this space so that the SEO
Plan, past and current search engine rankings, documents,
files, images, business information, site analytics, user data,
calls, form fills, online sales and A/B tests are accessible to
the entire team. OptFirst first created an online 8-Step file
that has since been integrated into our CampaignDash
platform. This makes the SEO campaign visible to the whole
team in one main dashboard. We use a shared workspace
with ranking data, traffic data, site data and user data visible
to the whole team that has been compiled online and
available in real time. This is something we encourage all
businesses to demand from their SEO company to get the
most from the collaborative effort.
Step 7. Investigate – Every SEO company hates to be
asked this question:

“H ow much longer until we are #1 on Google?”
There are two inherent problems with this question. First,
the client should know the answer based on the initial plan
that was created at the beginning of the SEO campaign.
Second, it is dependent on how search engines are currently
updating their results. It is important to discuss reasonable
expectations before beginning a new SEO campaign and to
be upfront and honest with clients about the time it may take
to obtain search rankings before they sign up for services.
Even after making educated estimates on how long it will
take to achieve rankings, it is always imperative to know that
there is ultimately no way to control Google or any other
27
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search engine. The intention of any new SEO campaign is to make
the website so attractive to search engines that they want to rank the site
highest in their results. This is done by creating a clear strategy
that always aims to outshine the competition. It always
remains at the discretion of each search engine if and when
they rank a site on their first page or better yet in their first
organic position. Off-page SEO requires frequently checking
that the SEO campaign is on track. This process involves
examination of past and current search rankings, team work,
lists used to create accounts and differentiating efforts. This
will help determine if a plan adjustment or even if a new
course of action is needed. If you are not ranking at the top
of SERPs after the anticipated time period the data will show
if there was something missing, or if there was an
unanticipated search engine ranking shift. If the website is
not meeting campaign goals, this process will get it back on
track.
Step 8. Duplicate – The final step is ongoing and constant.
Step 8 is critical because the criteria from Steps 1-7 change
monthly, weekly and sometimes daily! The 8-Step Recap
Process is to Migrate all of the data into one place. This is
done so all accounts operate from a unified center. Validate
all of the primary outlets that need verification. Originate
listings that use the top websites where a presence is a must.
Replicate all the efforts and listings of all the competitors
that are outranking the website currently. Then keep an eye
on competitors’ movements and see what they are doing to
get on top on a daily basis.
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Next be sure to Differentiate from the competition that you
just outranked, never stop thinking about clever ways to
promote your website. This step is an ongoing marketing
effort to create great content and engage customers in social
media, maximizing the assets of business owners. It is best
achieved by thinking outside the box on how to get coverage
from high-value websites and online news outlets.
Make sure to Calculate past and present positions, traffic
and overall efforts, as gathering and collecting data is the
foundation for running great campaigns. Without diligent
tracking of website rankings, traffic results, and user
behavior, there is no investigation. You would be flying
blind when the time comes to evaluate the results against the
original plan.
Investigate the two components of the SEO campaign, onpage and off-page. For on-page, the website needs to be
continuously monitored for traffic spikes and dips. There
also needs to be an ongoing website checklist to ensure there
is a low bounce rate, high engagement, and high-functioning
website performance. Second is off-page analysis. We watch
for daily ranking to see if there are increases or decreases to
monitor the health of the campaign. Changes in rankings
need to be investigated to determine whether they are
problems or anomalies. We set shift points at the beginning
of the campaign so that we can spot a possible issue or note
a distinct success. Duplicate the process in the first seven
steps so that the SEO campaign is always updating the onpage and off-page criteria in order to achieve and maintain
29
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great SERPs. Remember that great SEO campaigns are a
continuous, ongoing process.
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Search Engine Marketing: SEM

“Be different, stand out, and work your butt off.”
Reba McEntire
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Does 1 [SEM] + 1 [SEO] = 2?
Prospective clients often ask if running a Google Ads
campaign will increase their website rankings. Our traditional
response is that SEO and SEM theoretically should not
affect each other, so 1 plus 1 should not equal 2. There were
even lawsuits in the mid-2000s where search engines
successfully defended allegations that the plaintiff's organic
rankings were being negatively impacted by paid search ads.
It was proven at that time that those two departments did
not have any communication nor was there any collusion
between the two. Since then however, there have been
changes and additions to the criteria used by search engines
in order to generate their organic positions. The two criteria
that I have seen have the most impact between SEO and
SEM are page traffic and user page interactions. Most search
engines use traffic as a ranking signal so a fast way to get
immediate traffic is a pay-per-click campaign. With that
traffic you can begin to improve the page based on user data
to maximize conversions. So, it would seem logical that not
only will this improve the page’s SERPs but it will also
spearhead positive changes in the SEM campaign. Simply
put, search algorithms need traffic in order to determine the
page’s on–page user performance so the SEM campaign will
help the SEO effort. Currently, at my agency we recommend
combining every SEO campaign with an SEM campaign,
and vice versa. Based on the current state of search, I would
now say that 1+1 equals 2.5.
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Part 1 of 2:
On-Page SEM Optimization
Google Ads had important updates rolling out at the start of
2017. It added an additional spot in paid listings to the top
four results and added a variety of ad extensions. Google
also added a click-to-call ad and increased add text by 45
characters. More recently, Google launched responsive
search ads that can show up to three titles and two
descriptions. Find more information on that addition to
SERPs in this article.
Landing Pages
An important on-page part of the SEM campaign is the
landing page. Once you have created a landing page run A/B
testing to test small changes that could make a huge impact
in conversions. During an A/B test you run 50% of the
traffic from the SEM campaign to a landing page and the
other 50% to the other. It is important to make sure the
traffic, time of day, day of the week and user profile is split
evenly between the pages. The most common mistake we
see people make when they run A/B tests. They create two
completely opposite and drastically different versions to run
their test. Here is a related article on Leadpages, one of the
biggest landing page software platforms, they review an A/B
test we ran for a client. They outline how we were able to
boost conversions by 121% by simply changing the color of
the text on the page. It confirms the effectiveness of our
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strategy to test the small changes that can make a huge
difference.
8 Step Product Page Checklist
Guide to Review Your E-commerce Pages For Max
Conversions
Step 1. Fast Page Load – Confirm the product page loads
fast on mobile.
Step 2. Tracking Code Check – Install GTM, Facebook
Pixel, Pinterest etc.
Step 3. Indexable – Use the indexing testing tools
previously mentioned in this book.
Step 4. Quick Loading Media – Test the page’s product
images and videos to make sure they all load quickly.
Step 5. Product Placement – Make sure the product and
all important descriptive information is “above the fold”,
which means that the content is high enough on the screen
that the user does not have to scroll down to see it.
Step 6. Visible Add to Cart – Above the fold along with
the item price. Also make sure the button’s color stands out.
Step 7. Social Proof – Include customer reviews on each
product landing page. If available, include relevant industry
affiliations to gain consumer confidence with the company
and product.
Step 8. Related Items – In case the customer lands on a
page that is not exactly what they intended, give them a
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carousel that shows them related and similar items. Also
include common items frequently purchased along with the
product shown.
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Part 2 of 2:
SEM Campaigns
10 Y’s Campaign Plan for Google Ads
Step 1. Quantify – To start off, you’ll need to clearly define
what a profitable campaign looks like for you or your client.
You want to have your numbers ready before you even set
up the campaign because once marketing starts, stricter goals
will replace loosely defined ones. Write these goals down and
circulate them to everyone invoiced. Once you do that, you
and your team won’t be spending more money on your
campaign than you planned and you’ll have the numbers in
front of you.
Step 2. Verify – After you have quantified your goals, set up
your Google Account, update your billing information –
preferably using the master Google account – and then
execute all your operations from that. You’ll want to add
conversion tracking to the landing and/or product page.
You’ll also want to add a conversion code on your thank you
page for both a form fill out or product purchase. Set up
different conversions based on customer actions and install
those codes on corresponding pages. Unique
product/landing pages are specific to the unique ads in each
ad group.
Step 3. Solidify – Make sure you start from a solid base to
your campaign. To do that you need to check your tracking
codes on the landing pages and website product pages. Also,
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double check your conversion codes on the thank you,
conversion and shopping cart pages. Next create an initial
list of core business’ keywords to target for the initial Google
Ads campaign. Start by targeting business key phrases that
match the core business services. After running the
campaign for the first week, look for high and low quality
scores to get the most out of the initial test budget. If there
is limited traffic or you’re not meeting your budget, change
the key phrase match type. This will help you get the
campaign in position to start delivering a positive campaign
ROI.
Step 4. Nullify – Setting up negative keywords in each
search campaign will make sure that when your target key
phrases are searched, certain irrelevant searches are not
showing thus not depleting your campaign budget.
To illustrate this, if you sell used desks then one key phrase
in your campaign should be “used desks”. A negative
keyword to add should be “free” since you do not want to
have to pay for a click when someone searches for “free
used desks”.
Adding negative keywords and phrases to search campaigns
is imperative to give the campaign the greatest chance to
generate a positive ROI. You are maximizing every dollar
you can potentially gain and eliminating irrelevant clicks on
your ads. Here are three top campaign killers when not
added to negative keywords so they should be added to most
client campaigns at the campaign level: “jobs” “hiring”
“free”.
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Adding negative key phrases like this will, for many
campaigns, create up to a fifty percent reduction in non–
converting traffic. We have seen the use of negative key
phrases turn campaigns that were losing money into
campaigns that started delivering a profitable ROI. As the
campaign starts to compile data the key part of this step is to
review the campaign by looking at the search terms section.
This section of Google Ads tells you what key phrases
generated paid clicks so far in the campaign and shows every
impression. This will help identify any terms that may not
have led to enough conversions or obvious key phrases that
still need to be added as negatives to the campaign or ad
group. Building and adding negative lists is the key to
maximizing every SEM campaign.
Step 5. Spy – We believe that using third-party keyword
research tools like Google keyword discovery, SpyFu and
SEMRush are a must in the very competitive PPC game.
They are vital to improving any campaign. In some cases, we
have used these tools to turn a losing campaign and turn it
around into a very profitable one. I realize that using the
term “spy” may have a negative connotation, but that is why
I call it the PPC game. It is a game that you are competing
in, trying to outrank your ads over your competitors, while
trying to pay less per click and have more conversions. If
you don’t know what your opponents are doing then you are
not competing, you’re just playing blind. In order to win a
game, you must use all available tools at your disposal to find
out what they are doing so you can beat them and achieve
your campaign goals.
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Step 6. AMPlify – Remember to focus the campaign
towards the mobile user. Make sure the landing page is fast
and check the formatting of the ad and landing page on the
most common browsers and devices. The Google mobile
and formatting speed test can be found here. Also, use
Google Analytics to check the speed that the user is
experiencing for the landing page. While in Analytics check
the difference in activity between desktop and mobile users.
Look for differences in conversions, time on site and bounce
rate to identify additional issues to fix.
Step 7. Diversify – First diversify your existing campaigns
by identifying which methods yield the best return on
investment. For your search campaigns for example, your
growing list of key phrases should be divided into different
ad groups, each with their own ad text and imagery. This will
assist to hyper target niches specific to your industry. We
have seen that when these key phrases are separated into
their own campaigns or ad groups they convert better and at
a lower cost. This will increase ad performance, quality
score, click through rates and conversions. Next try some
new campaign types that you may not have run before. Add
display or even Google Shopping campaigns if relevant.
Introduce remarketing to your existing campaigns as a
targeting option to get more out of your campaign efforts.
The main idea is to always be on the search for better
performing ads that deliver a better return on investment.
Step 8. Intensify – This is my favorite step in every SEM
campaign. After all of the best performing campaigns are
running and we have a proven, profitable and predictable
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ROI, it is time to intensify the campaign spend. For
example, if we have three campaigns running where the
average ROI on marketing spend is 5:1 where the total
spend is at $5K that means the campaigns have led to $25K
in sales. If the available search inventory between the three
campaigns is 50%, then the next step is to increase the spend
to $10K to maximize available opportunity to achieve $50K
in sales.
Step 9. Simplify – As campaigns grow, they often begin to
become fragmented or loose. This is only visible with fresh
eyes and by looking at the live campaign at a bird’s eye level.
The campaigns, messaging, media, key phrases, negative
keywords, paused key phrases and matching types can begin
to look more like an unorganized campaign instead of a
campaign that has been optimized. Every 90 days the entire
campaign should be reviewed at a global level. For example,
what if certain key phrases needed to be paused because
there was a short-term competitor that bid up those phrases
average cost-per-click? Remember, online marketing is
always changing so reverting complex campaigns back to
simple, straight forward strategies is the best way to keep
your campaigns running at an optimal level.
Step 10. Testify – Once you accomplish the initial goals you
set out in in Step 1. share the results with the client and/or
the entire campaign team. Take in the initial success and
then begin setting up new campaign goals. The 10 Y’s SEM
Plan will set up an evolving process to continually improve
your SEM campaigns.
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10 T’s to Run Top
Paid Social Campaigns
Step 1. Think – Start brainstorming campaign ideas,
envision what a great campaign would look like then set
specific goals. For example, is the goal to build brand or
product awareness, phone calls, form leads or online sales?
After deciding on the goal associate an exact number to it.
For example, if the campaign goal is phone calls then
determine the campaign spend and come up with an amount
of target calls based on that spend. This will benchmark the
campaign goals which will be useful later on. In this
example, the campaign spend is $2K per month and the
phone call goal is 300 calls.
Step 2. Technology – Review the potential social platforms
to advertise on and select which platform best suits your
campaign. Some example social sites where we run profitable
campaigns are: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter and
YouTube. Once you choose the platform on which you will
first run your campaign, begin creating messaging and media
that correlate with that platform.
Step 3. Targeting – Begin researching the demographic that
uses the products and services of the business you are
advertising. You want to evaluate what the past and current
customers or clients have in common. Once a common
thread, or better yet multiple common threads are identified,
you can create the target audience in the social platform’s ad
creation interface. This targeting is a key step in creating a
profitable campaign. We have seen an exponentially higher
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return on investment compared to campaigns with broader,
untailored target audiences.
Step 4. Tailor – Create messages (content and graphics) and
media (images and video) that catch the attention of the
target audience. Your campaign really has to create a ‘WOW’
or ‘AH-HA’ moment to get users to leave their social media
interactions and engage with your ad. To create this effect,
the calls-to-action, messaging and media have to really speak
to that audience. A good rule to follow is to try several
different messages along with different media choices, to the
same target audience, to see what the audience reacts to
through A/B testing.
Step 5. Tracking – Check that all tracking is set up and
working at the beginning of the campaign and test to make
sure it is properly reporting. Once live, make sure that all of
the data is showing in the social platform reporting, the
client CRM and your campaign dashboard.
Step 6. Timing – Launch the campaign and give it some
time to build data. Don't act too soon if you don't
immediately receive the results you’re looking for. As the
data accumulates it will give you what is needed to move to
the next step.
Step 7. Tune – Now that the campaign is delivering real
data, instead of guesstimates, we can start adjusting the live
campaigns based on successful audience targeting,
messaging, media and interactions. Fine tune your live social
media campaign by duplicating items that converted
(meaning those that led to a call, lead, sale or download)
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while simultaneously removing targeting, messaging and
media that did not. This ongoing tuning will turn an average
campaign into a winning campaign that delivers maximum
ROI.
Step 8. Test – Test multiple campaigns, campaign types,
campaign ad types, targeting options, calls-to-action,
messaging and media to reach your perfect customer. This
testing is the search to maximize ad spend to get the most
conversions at the best price, making any marketing effort
go from good to great.
Step 9. Traction – Measure the impact or traction from the
best ads that lead to additional organic visibility through the
paid social campaigns. Great paid social campaigns can ignite
organic reach that needs to be measured to see the complete
beneficial impact of the campaign effort. For example, look
for the “free” visibility that lead to shares, comments and
likes to see what customers or clients could have been
created from the campaign. In many cases, tracking these
metrics can identify additional calls, leads, sales or
downloads so that the full measure of the paid social
campaign can be identified.
Step 10. Thought – Once the paid social campaigns are up
and running, keep in mind that messaging and media can
quickly become stale and outdated. Give some thought to
identify the general idea that initially worked, so that it can
be recreated in a new way. Also, take time to evaluate
platforms that convey the same successful message to your
targeted customer. Always think of trying new sites, adding
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new campaigns on the social platforms that are performing
well and be on the lookout for new campaign types being
offered by every social platform. Paid social media marketing
changes quickly, so staying alert every day for new
opportunities is a must to continue to bring in profitable
paid social efforts.
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8 Step Reputation
Management Plan
Step 1. Regroup – Revisit what your company stands for,
outside of being profitable of course. Go back to when you
started your company. Remember all the ideas that ran
through your head about how your company was going to
change, or even create, an industry? What was the company’s
mission statement, purpose and/or founding principles? The
first step of a reputation management campaign is to
remember what your company stands for. If this proves
difficult, here is a link to Simon Sinek’s website where he
explains his process on how to find the ‘why’ of your
company. This is useful to hyper–focus on what your
company is about. I initially found this useful for our agency
after I watched Simon’s Ted talk. It helped me define
OptFirst’s “why”, which came out to be, “to increase calls,
leads and sales”.
Step 2. Review – What is being said about your company by
others online? Look at what people say about you or your
company and see if matches the story you want the public to
know. Measure how accurate it is to your company’s vision,
story and beliefs. If you find that those reviews aren’t an
accurate representation of what your company stands for,
then it’s time for an active reputation management
campaign.
Step 3. Request – Reach out to get more positive reviews
from your past and current customers. You can do this in
person, over a phone call, with an email or a text message.
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Verbally requesting a customer review is great but it can
create a disconnect between your customer telling you “yes,
I will leave you an online review” and then them doing it.
For this reason, we developed our own WordPress plugin
for clients to request reviews by email. Since the average
email open rate is 18% with a 7% click rate, we needed to
find a way to help our clients get more engagement. We
solved this challenge by going mobile: SMS open rates are
90% with a click rate of 60%. Our mobile solution is
Review App, a mobile app that requests reviews via text
message. If you are want to see your promised customer
reviews show up online, products like ReviewMyCompany
or Review App would be a logical next step to start
generating online reviews for your business.
Step 4. Report – Go through the effort to flag all fake,
inaccurate or misleading reviews about your company. Those
types of reviews are damaging your company’s reputation
and are misinforming potential clients about how you do
business. You are probably losing business you otherwise
would be getting because of the malicious and untrue
reviews.
Step 5. Respond – Respond to all reviews, both the positive
and the negative ones, to show that you care and are
watching your online reviews. It provides a great opportunity
to engage with your clients on their preferred social review
platform. Responding to positive reviews shows your clients
that you value their review and creates another positive
interaction with them. Responding to negative reviews
shows strength and concern to the person that left the
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negative review. It also allows you to tell your side of the
story to the potential future customers that may be reading
the review.
Step 6. Release – Use online channels to promote your
company's real story, positive press and reviews. Positive
press is a great form of advertising and can be generated
through press releases and industry specific sites. It has
worked well for our clients when we promoted their positive
reviews and has won them additional business.
Step 7. Recycle – Repurposing positive press and reviews
across additional channels can create great cross-channel
exposure for your company. For example, if you have a
positive news article on local news, spread it on your
company Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn account.
Another great way to recycle company content is to take
your websites frequently asked questions and repost your
FAQs to the company’s Google My Business and Facebook
business page.
Step 8. Regulate – Now that your business is gaining
positive reviews online and the negatives have been
addressed, the final step is to monitor all reviews moving
forward. This can be set up most efficiently through review
monitoring services. Top review sites that offer review
monitoring services are Brightlocal.com, Reputation.com
and our own software Review App. Some social review
platforms offer review monitoring with email notifications,
like Google My Business, for free. I included a list of some
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of the most popular general and industry specific review sites
in the list below.

Top Online Reputation Sites
•
•
•
•
•

Google My Business
Facebook
Yelp
Angie’s List
Better Business Bureau

Product Review Sites
• Amazon
• ConsumerReport
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Health Care Review Sites
• HealthGrade
• Realself.com
Real Estate Review Sites
• Realtor.com
• Trulia
• Zillow
Legal Review Sites
• Avvo
• Superlawyers
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“You can't manage what you don't measure.”
Peter Drucker
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Analytics in a
Shared Workspace
In order to know if your online marketing campaigns are
working you have to have a workspace where the entire team
can see performance and analytics. Campaign analytics need
to be viewable online to show SEO, SEM, Paid Social and
Reputation Management results in one place. The best
campaigns are the ones where the client and digital team can
add their input based on unfiltered, undoctored reporting.
On countless occasions I have seen digital agencies “fudge”
their results by creating PDFs that do not reflect actual
campaign metrics. In order to get the desired results, a
shared workspace is the final, yet imperative, piece of any
successful campaign. If your online marketing agency does
not offer an online, real-time reporting space and is still
emailing you monthly reports, I strongly recommend
switching companies. In order to run great campaigns,
businesses and their agencies need to work in collaboration
rather than independently.
At OptFirst, we use our own proprietary dashboard called
CampaignDash, as our shared workspace with our clients.
Before we connect them to their CampaignDash account.
We send the login information and always give the client a
tour of the platform. Some popular accounts we connect are
analytics from services like Google Analytics, Google Search
Console, Google My Business, Google Ads, Bing Ads,
Facebook Ads, Bright Local and others. We also connect the
client’s CRM, Salesforce for example, to track online form
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leads. In many cases we
also connect phone
tracking to collect
phone calls generated
by our campaigns.
Using the shared
workspace allows
everyone to quickly
identify what is working
and what needs to be
changed. OptFirst,
working alongside our clients, has been able to make
material changes to campaigns in order to increase
conversions. Our collaborative approach constantly pays off
with better results. Overall, the ability to work and track
analytics in one shared space has paved the road to more
happy clients and successful online marketing campaigns.
I hope that the steps outlined in the SEO, SEM, Paid Social,
Reputation Management and Analytics sections of this
manual have provided you with a clear plan to run your
online marketing efforts. I know that they have, and
continue to, work well for OptFirst in our effort to run
successful and profitable online campaigns. Along the way,
as you raise the bar on your online marketing, remember to
always think about your campaigns from your customer’s
point of view. If you remember that the common thread of
all online marketing campaigns should be to meet and
exceed the user’s expectations, then you will be well on your
way to running great campaigns. Running a good campaign
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is like karma. Put your customer first and it will come back
to you tenfold. I will end the Online Marketing Manual with
a relevant quote on this topic from an 80’s big hair band:
“It's so easy to forget, what you give is what you get.”
Ratt
John Vincent Kriney
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owners wanted his expertise with their online marketing, so
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consulting business a name, OptFirst. He is happy to say
that every day he jumps out of bed excited to go to work —
where he has built a life and a company that he loves.
The End
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